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Chapter 6
Lead Management
Leads are fuel for your sales funnel. The quality of leads determines
your pipeline performance and forecast commitments. For any
successful sales and marketing team, it’s absolutely critical to have
an effective lead management process and system in place. In this
chapter, we’ll discuss how SAP Sales Cloud can be used to realize the
most effective lead management process.
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For sales and marketing professionals, leads are music to their ears. Leads fuel and fill
sales funnels, and, most importantly, the quality of leads defines sales performance
and converts leads into tangible business opportunities. Although leads can be
defined and interpreted in many ways, essentially they signify possible business
interest from a prospect or a potential buyer in a company’s products or services.
Leads can arise from encounters at trade shows, social gatherings, and business networking events that cause interest in your offerings. Sometimes you don’t necessarily need to meet someone to get a lead. Interest in your products and services from
prospective buyers may come in any form, for example, a phone call or email request
from a prospective customer, request for information from your website, response to
a survey, and so on.
Leads are about capturing information on prospects or potential buyers that can be
as basic as the prospect’s or buyer’s name and contact information or as elaborate as
contact details, company name, products and services of interest, and so on. A lead is
the starting point for any sales pursuit, and the more information the lead includes,
the easier it is for the sales team to qualify and make informed decisions regarding
whether this lead is worth following.
In this chapter, we’ll cover the lead management process and how SAP Sales Cloud
enables you to manage lead processing for your sales team. Starting with the key
capabilities of lead management in SAP Sales Cloud, we’ll discuss how leads are created and processed as well as how to configure lead management in your SAP Sales
Cloud system per your business requirements.
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6.1

Lead Management Process

Irrespective of type (active or passive), each lead has some unique characteristics that
determine the lead management process, as shown in Figure 6.2.

Regardless of industry or sales processes, there are two types of leads:
쐍 Active leads
With active leads, potential buyers or prospects have expressed interest in your
products or services by directly contacting your company, or you’ve captured
their interest in one of your interactions with them. In active leads, you already
have an initial communication with prospects.
쐍 Passive leads
Passive leads are perceived interests in your products and services, but not necessarily the explicitly expressed interests from potential buyers or prospects in your
offerings. Based on the profiles of your buyers or customers, you can extrapolate
potential targets for your products and services. For example, if you’re in the business of selling SAP consulting services, than any organization that uses SAP software
is a potential target or buyer for your services. If you get a list of 100 organizations
running SAP software, they are all passive leads for your business because you perceive them as potential buyers for your services. Because they haven’t expressed
interest in your services, they aren’t active leads but rather passive leads.

Although active leads are preferred over passive leads, the ability to generate active
leads is limited. Most companies work from passive leads even though their conversion rate is much lower than active leads. Passive leads are part of demand generation or marketing activities (internal events), whereas active leads are predominantly
driven by external events. The key is to have a system and process in place to capture
and pursue each lead through the sales process. As Figure 6.1 shows, sales funnels
include both active and passive leads. All the leads in the sales funnel go through
their individual lifecycle and qualification process before they are either converted or
discontinued from further processing.

Passive
Leads

Passive
Leads

Time
Sensitive

Definite
Life Cycle

Conversion
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Figure 6.2 Important Characteristics of Leads

These three important characteristics of leads are described as follows:
쐍 Time sensitive

As you know, a lead captures a possible buying interest from a potential prospect
or a buyer who might have a need for your product or services. Because needs
change, your potential buyer’s interests are also constantly changing, hence the
time sensitiveness of leads. Leads have to be acted upon within a stipulated time
depending on the industry and line of business. Due to time sensitivity, information on a lead may not be constant and often changes with time. A hot lead might
not remain hot after a few days or few weeks because either the prospect’s requirements changed or they might already be redlining a contract with your competitor. Hence, it’s critical that the lead processor takes into account the time
sensitiveness of leads. The lead management process needs to have notifications
and workflows in place to trigger workflows and reminders to team members and
managers if leads aren’t acted upon in a predefined time period.
쐍 Definite lifecycle

Every lead follow a definite lifecycle from creation to close. Due to the time sensitiveness of a lead, it must follow a lifecycle and must be closed within a specified
time. Leads can’t remain open forever. Leads pass through various stages (or statuses) such as open, accepted by sales, rejected by sales, canceled, converted, and
so on. The lead qualification process guides users to work leads through these
stages or statuses.
쐍 Conversion

Active
Leads

Qualified
Conversion

Figure 6.1 Sales Funnel Made Up of Active and Passive Leads
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If a lead is qualified, it must be either converted to an opportunity or to an account/contact (if the lead is for a new account). Although the goal is to convert all
qualified leads into opportunities, it might not be possible to convert every lead to
an opportunity for various reasons, including the lead isn’t qualified, the prospect’s requirements are no longer valid, the lead isn’t worth pursuing for commercial reasons, and so on. The conversion of leads involves creating a follow-up
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opportunity from the lead or an account and contact (if the lead was created for an
account that doesn’t exist in your system yet).
A lead triggers a sales pursuit, and the lead’s quality along with the sales process
determine the fate of the lead. Whether you’re able to take a lead all the way to win
the pursuit or you’re forced to abandon the pursuit on the way largely depends on
the quality of the lead. Lead processing involves taking the lead through its qualification process. As we discussed earlier, leads have some unique characteristics, which
the lead management process needs to take into account (i.e., time sensitiveness, lifecycle management, and conversion process).
Although lead processing requirements might vary from industry to industry and
from company to company, a set of features serves as a common denominator for
the lead qualification process. The following must-have features of lead processing
enable you to manage each lead effectively through its lifecycle:
쐍 Lead routing

Lead routing is the process of assigning leads to sales reps so that the leads can be
worked on and followed through. When leads are created, you need to have either
an automated or manual process to route the leads to appropriate individuals or
teams for lead qualification. Automatic lead routing can be based on rules regarding geographical coverage, product category, responsible marketing team or sales
team, and so on. The territory management functionality available in SAP Sales
Cloud can be used to automate lead routing to sales reps.
쐍 Lead scoring

To measure the quality and effectiveness of leads, you need to assign scores to
them so that you can compare various lead sources for their effectiveness.
쐍 Lead acceptance or rejection

When leads are assigned to a sales team for processing, the team can either accept
the lead if it’s qualified or reject the lead if it’s not worth pursuing. The lead acceptance and rejection process is handled through accepted and rejected lead statuses. You can also assign a reason for rejection so that you can track the root cause
of the lead rejection.
쐍 Lead nurturing

Lead nurturing is the process of qualifying leads with additional information to
help bring the lead to its logical end. You can carry out specific lead qualifying
activities to determine if and when a lead can be converted to an opportunity.
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쐍 Integration with lead generation systems

To constantly feed your sales funnel with new leads, the lead management process
should be integrated with the lead generation system. Many lead-generation tools
are available that you can integrate with SAP Sales Cloud, including Hoovers, Marketo, and Avention.
쐍 Standard conversion analytics

One of the critical features for lead management is the ability to measure the conversion of leads to sales opportunities. Because you acquire leads from various
sources, it’s important to measure the effectiveness of each lead so that you’re not
wasting time and resources on ineffective lead sources. SAP Sales Cloud offers standard analytics and reports to measure the effectiveness of the lead conversion process.
쐍 Rule-based notifications

The time sensitivity of leads requires rule-based notifications and workflows to
trigger reminders for the sales team so that leads are acted on within a stipulated
time period, and no sales opportunities are lost. In SAP Sales Cloud, you can trigger
rule-based tasks and emails as notifications to the sales team. For example, you
can set up a task notification for a sales rep if the lead has been assigned but hasn’t
been accepted or rejected by a sales rep for 24 hours. You can also set up escalation
notifications to management if no action is taken on a lead within 48 hours.
쐍 Lead conversion process

For a lead to meet its logical end, you need to have a lead conversion process in
place. Qualified leads can either be converted to opportunities or to accounts and
contacts. If you believe that a lead should be pursued for a tangible sales opportunity, you convert the lead to a follow-up opportunity transaction, and the lead is
marked as converted. Otherwise, you convert the lead to an account and contact if
the lead was created for a new account and contact, which hasn’t been created in
your system yet.
Figure 6.3 shows the lead conversion process. After a lead is converted either to an
opportunity or an account and contact, the lead is marked as converted, and you
can’t work on or edit that lead anymore. In SAP Sales Cloud, you can control how
many opportunities can be converted from a lead through configuration, which is
covered in Section 6.3.
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as an interim document with a lifecycle. The lead lifecycle defines the processing of
the lead and the subsequent step when the lead lifecycle ends. There are three possible outcomes for the lead, as shown in Table 6.1.
Action in Lead

Action Details

Lead rejected

The lead is rejected, and no follow-up process is needed
for the lead.

Lead accepted and converted
to an account and contact

The lead is qualified for a prospect and contact, but there
is no evident opportunity on the horizon. In this case, the
lead will be converted to an account and a contact, and
the lead will be closed.

Lead accepted and converted
to opportunity

The best outcome is that the lead is qualified, and there is
an immediate opportunity. In this scenario, the lead will
be converted to an opportunity. As part of the conversion
process, an account, contact, and opportunity are created
with just one click.

6

Contact

Figure 6.3 Lead Conversion Process

6.2 Creating and Processing Leads
In SAP Sales Cloud, leads can be created manually by users or automatically by a marketing campaign or through integrated lead generation systems (e.g., Marketo, Avention, and Hoovers). Irrespective of how leads are created in the system, the
information needed to create leads, nurture them, and subsequently convert them to
opportunities largely remains the same. The SAP Sales Cloud system has a very intuitive lead management process that can be used by any industry or organization to
enable the most efficient lead generation and qualification engine. The key is to
define such an effective and optimal process that the sales team can leverage the system to reinforce the process to achieve the most value for your leads and allow nothing to fall through the cracks as far as following up and nurturing new leads are
concerned.
Before we walk through the lead creation and processing, let’s briefly discuss how
leads are represented in SAP Sales Cloud to provide a preview and a refresher for
those who have used other customer relationship management (CRM) solutions.
Leads used to be represented as transactional data, requiring a three-step process in
which you needed to create a prospect and contacts before you could create the lead.
In SAP Sales Cloud, however, a lead is a transaction that you can create with very basic
information per your requirements, such as company name, contact person, phone,
email, and so on. These details are entered in the lead document, and no master
record for the prospect or contact is created at that point. You should think of a lead
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Table 6.1 Available Actions for Leads

Leads are not only created for new accounts and contacts but also for existing
accounts and contacts as well. For existing accounts and contacts, when leads are
converted to opportunities, the accounts and contacts aren’t created as part of the
lead conversion process because they already exist in the system.
As mentioned earlier, a lead is a time-sensitive document because it captures the
interest of ever-changing prospects at a point in time. It’s critical that the lead is acted
on within a specified time period. SAP Sales Cloud allows you to configure thresholds
and notifications for lead processing to ensure that leads are followed up on and converted to opportunities or accounts and contacts as the case may be. Depending on
our business, industry and market dynamics, or product lines, your lead qualification
threshold could vary from one hour to one week.
The key is to have the threshold built in to the system so that notifications are triggered as tasks and emails to respective team members as a reminder to follow up on
the leads. If a lead is rejected by the sales team with a reason for rejection, no further
action is needed on the lead; however, if the lead is accepted by a sales rep, the lead
can be converted either to an account and contact or to an opportunity. If a lead has
been converted to an account, the lead is marked converted, and no further action is
needed or carried out on the lead. However, if a lead is converted to an opportunity,
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you have an option to keep the lead open for further processing, for example, if you
need to create more than one opportunity as a follow-up from that lead.
The option to keep the lead open for conversion to an opportunity is controlled
through SAP Sales Cloud configuration. Suppose you configure this limit to be two.
In that case, when you create a follow-up opportunity from the lead, the lead still
allows you to create one more opportunity as a follow-up transaction from the lead.
However, after creating the second opportunity, the lead is marked converted, and
you can’t create another opportunity from this lead because you’ve already created
two opportunities and reached the maximum limit of two set through the configuration.

6

In the following sections, we review the step-by-step process for creating and processing leads in SAP Sales Cloud. We also cover the logical follow-up process or transaction from a lead.

6.2.1 Creating Leads

Figure 6.4 Leads Navigation under the Sales Campaign Work Center

We’ll only cover the process of creating manual leads because automatic lead creation through marketing campaigns and other lead-generation systems such as
third-party marketing systems or SAP Marketing Cloud is outside the scope of this
book. In SAP Sales Cloud, leads can be created manually in many ways and from different sections of the application. You can manually create leads in the system one
lead at a time, which we’ll demonstrate in this section. You also have the option to
mass create the leads in SAP Sales Cloud through a data migration template.
To create leads from the Sales Campaign work center, follow these steps:
1. Log in to SAP Sales Cloud.
2. In the navigation bar on the left side of the screen, select Sales Campaign and then
Leads (Figure 6.4). Leads is part of marketing under the Sales Campaign work center.
3. Select My Leads from the dropdown to enter the Leads view and see a list of leads.
Figure 6.5 shows the dropdown variants available: All, Converted, In Approval
Leads, Leads for My Territories, My Leads, My Team’s Leads, Qualified, and Unassigned.
4. To create a new lead, click on Create (+ in bottom-left menu bar), and the New Lead
screen appears, as shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.5 Leads Display Dropdown Variants
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Figure 6.7 Lead Creation for an Existing Account
Figure 6.6 New Lead Creation Screen

5. While creating a new lead, first select whether this lead is created for an existing
account or a new account. If you select NO under Use Existing Account, you’re presented with a free-text field to enter the Account Name. However, if you select YES
for Use Existing Account, then you need to select one of the existing accounts, as
shown in Figure 6.7.
Following are descriptions of some of the important fields in a lead transaction:
– Status
Statuses such as Open, Qualified, Accepted, and Declined are assigned to the
leads for better processing and reporting. In addition to the standard lead statuses, custom entries can be added using business configuration.
– Qualification Level
To better classify the leads, you can assign qualification levels such as Hot, Cold,
and Warm to the leads.
– Source
To help differentiate the quality and effectiveness of leads, you can assign a
source to the leads such as Campaign, Road Show, Trade Fair, Telephone Inquiry,
and so on.
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– Category
Assigning categories further classifies leads based on your internal assignments
such as Prospect for Products, Prospects for Service, and Prospects for Training.
– Campaign
If a lead has been created as part of a campaign, then you can assign the campaign ID to the lead for identification and reporting purposes.
6. Maintain all the required information on the New Lead creation screen, and click
Save to successfully create the lead. After maintaining the pertinent information
in the lead, you have three options to save it:
– Save
Saves the lead and closes the New Lead screen.
– Save and New
Saves the lead, and the New Lead screen is presented to enter details for the
next lead. If you’re planning to create more than one lead at a time, Save and
New is a good option to enter all the leads one after another into the system.
– Save and Open
Saves and opens the lead so that you can maintain additional lead details as
needed.
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7. For this example, select Save and Open, and the lead is created and opened for editing and processing as shown is Figure 6.8.

6.2

Creating and Processing Leads

쐍 ACTIVITIES

Lists all the activities created for the lead such as appointments, tasks, phone calls,
and emails.
쐍 Contacts

Enables you to add customer contacts for the lead.
쐍 Sales and Marketing Team

Allows you to add internal team members from sales and marketing who are
working on the lead.
쐍 Involved Parties

Allows you to add all the external parties, such as customers and partners
involved, who are collaborating on the lead.
쐍 CONVERSION

Shows the leads that have been converted to opportunities.
쐍 ATTACHMENTS

Enables you to attach documents and images to the lead.
쐍 Changes

Shows the change log of what and who changed the lead.
Figure 6.8 Lead Overview Screen and Tabs for Additional Details

As evident from Figure 6.8, SAP Sales Cloud offers a very intuitive user interface (UI)
for displaying leads. The lead information is presented in different tabs, including
OVERVIEW, FEED, PRODUCTS, ACTIVITIES, CONVERSION, and ATTACHMENTS, as
shown in Figure 6.8. These tabs can be configured and personalized based on the
scope of the project. There are more UI tabs that you can configure SAP Sales Cloud to
enable or hide as needed to support your business requirements. (For more information on personalization, see Chapter 18.) For now, let’s review the standard UI tabs
available in a lead:
쐍 OVERVIEW

Displays lead details such as Lead ID, Name, Account, Contact, Qualification, Status, Source, and Category.
쐍 FEED

Provides details on any lead updates. It’s a great tool if a team is working on the
lead.
쐍 PRODUCTS

Enables you to assign products to the lead.
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쐍 Surveys

We can attach surveys to qualified leads. For surveys, newer versions of the same
survey can be created if needed. Activating a newer version of a survey will inactivate the previous version. When you attach the survey to the lead, only the newer
active version will be attached. If you used the previous version of the survey in
the lead, those surveys will remain unchanged.
쐍 Tickets

Enables you to add service tickets to the lead.
쐍 Sales Quotes

Shows the sales quotes created with reference to the lead.
쐍 Sales Orders

Shows the sales orders created with reference to the lead.
쐍 Approvals

Shows all the approval details and enables you to start a formal approval process
for the lead.
쐍 Document Flow

Shows all the preceding and subsequent documents linked to the lead such as the
preceding lead, follow-up opportunity, or quotation.
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쐍 Workflow Changes

Shows the workflow changes if you’ve enabled workflow for the lead.

6.2

Creating and Processing Leads

choosing Administrator 폷 Sales and Campaign Settings 폷 Define Rules for lead
assignment, as shown in Figure 6.10.

쐍 Notes

Allows you to add free notes to the lead.

6.2.2 Processing Leads
6

Processing leads refers to uncovering additional information to determine whether
the lead is worth pursuing and should be converted to an opportunity or whether the
lead should be discontinued. Let’s discuss the key features of leads in SAP Sales Cloud
and how they are processed:
쐍 Lead scores
These scores are used to determine the viability of the lead in terms of its likelihood to convert. Scores can also be used to automatically qualify leads if they exceed
a certain threshold. SAP Sales Cloud offers the following types of lead scores:

– Engagement score
A score is assigned to a lead based on the level of engagement from the customer. Scoring models can be set up under Sales Campaign 폷 Lead Scores based
on a customer’s response to sales campaigns.

Figure 6.9 Assigning a Score to a Lead

– Predictive score in the deal finder
In the deal finder, sales reps can select any topic of interest and add leads to the
funnel. After the leads have been added to the funnel, integration with predictive analytics help them prioritize the leads based on their lead scores. Sales
reps can use these scores to review leads and convert them to opportunities.
– Survey score
Lead qualification questionnaires can be set up in the Survey work center with
scores assigned to potential answers. Using the activity planner and routing
rules, you can assign these lead qualification questionnaires to leads based on
type, geography, customer category, and so on. These questionnaires serve as
the checklists, guidelines, and fact-gathering tools for sales reps to qualify the
leads. Based on the responses, the system aggregates the score into a total survey score for the lead. Figure 6.9 shows an example of a score assigned to a lead.
쐍 Lead routing or distribution rules

These rules can be set up as route leads to a person, marketing unit, or territory
based on the attributes of the lead or associated account and contact. Lead routing
rules can be administered by local or global administrators, and they can be
uploaded from Microsoft Excel as well. Administrators set up lead routing by
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Figure 6.10 Lead Distribution Rule Set Up by an Administrator
쐍 Lead routing execution

Routing is triggered on the creation of a lead, and the lead owner is assigned per
the applicable rule. Rules can also be executed at a later stage in the lead’s lifecycle
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if certain lead attributes have changed after creation or if the rules are changed by
using the action Assign Selected Leads Using Rules, as shown in Figure 6.11. In addition, using workflow rules, lead distribution rules can be triggered every time a
lead is saved or specifically when certain routing-relevant attributes change.

6.2

Creating and Processing Leads

In addition to the standard statuses delivered, custom statuses can be added using
business configuration. The Converted status is the logical end of the status chain.
You can’t assign this status manually to lead; it’s system assigned as and when the
lead is converted to an opportunity.
쐍 Lead qualification

Qualification levels represent the likelihood of the lead to be converted to an
opportunity. The standard qualification levels available in SAP Sales Cloud are
Cold, Hot, and Warm, as shown in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.11 Lead Routing Execution
쐍 Lead status

Statuses enable you to maintain leads through their lifecycles such as Open, Qualified, Accepted, Accepted, and Declined, as shown in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.13 Standard Qualification Levels Available for a Lead

If needed, you can define additional custom qualification levels in configuration.
Lead qualification levels can be manually maintained or automatically updated
based on any business criteria using workflow rules.
쐍 Lead aging notification

The manager of a sales rep can be notified if a lead remains too long in a certain
phase (known as aging). By default, notification has a high priority and automatically expires 14 days after creation. You can modify the notification process for
lead aging through configuration.

Figure 6.12 Statuses on Leads
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쐍 Converting leads

You can convert leads to an opportunities or account and contact as the final stage
of the lead lifecycle. Figure 6.14 shows the action to convert a lead to an opportunity.

Note
SAP InfiniteInsight is a suite of tools for predictive analytics that allows automated
creation of accurate and robust predictive models.
Avention provides business lead generation, qualification tools, and a business contact database.

6

쐍 Business card scanner

You can quickly create leads directly in SAP Sales Cloud by scanning business cards
from mobile devices, as shown in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.14 Action to Convert a Lead to an Opportunity

The link between an opportunity and its lead is maintained to track the effectiveness of the demand-generation process. A lead can be converted into one or more
opportunities as set in configuration.
쐍 Avention (now called D&B Hoovers) and SAP InfiniteInsight

The integration of these solutions with SAP Sales Cloud allows you to automatically create and score leads. After you’ve defined triggers in Avention and activated the integration, data from Avention is automatically imported on the basis
of triggers and results as leads in SAP Sales Cloud. With SAP InfiniteInsight active
integration, each lead is enriched with a lead score derived from SAP InfiniteInsight evaluations. Sales reps use the lead scores to decide which leads to pursue.
Sales reps also use the deal finder feature to view the scored leads brought in by
SAP Sales Cloud and to determine whether they want to convert them into opportunities.
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Figure 6.15 Lead Created from a Business Card via Mobile Device

This capability is enabled by a software from partner company ABBYY. You’ll need
to obtain a license from ABBYY before using these capabilities. For more details,
visit http://cloud.ocrsdk.com.
쐍 Mobile access to lead

Mobile access is available for iOS, Android, and Windows mobile devices. Users can
view and edit leads from mobile devices based on their authorizations, as shown
in Figure 6.16.
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쐍 Lead copying

Copying leads allows you to create a new lead from an existing lead, as shown in
Figure 6.18. The main information is copied to simplify the lead creation process.

6

Figure 6.16 Lead Access from Mobile Devices

Reports, graphical views, and offline support for leads are available from mobile
devices. Due to the responsive user interface (RUI) layout configuration in the
desktop version, adaptation and personalization remain intact in mobile devices.

Figure 6.18 Copying a Lead to Create Another Lead
쐍 Lead attachments

You can attach files of different formats to leads by choosing Local File, Web Link,
or From Library, as shown in Figure 6.19.

쐍 Lead change history

History can be activated to keep track of all changes made to the lead over a period
of time, as shown in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.19 File Attachment Options
쐍 Activities in leads

You can track all the activities (APPOINTMENTS, TASKS, PHONE CALLS, E-MAILS)
carried for a lead, as shown in Figure 6.20. Activities can be created from the Leads
work center, and lead information will be defaulted in the activity.
Figure 6.17 Lead Change History

쐍 Integration with LinkedIn Sales Navigator

This integration for SAP Sales Cloud allows you to leverage LinkedIn Sales Navigator
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from the LEADS overview screen and view additional details about the account
such as size, location, LinkedIn connections, common connections, etc. This functionality can help you find additional leads at a company, get introductions
through common connections, or save a lead for future use. Additionally, on the
CONTACT tab in leads management, you can see the details of the LinkedIn connections for the lead. This is a very powerful feature you can use from the LinkedIn
Sales Navigator without leaving your SAP Sales Cloud application.

6.3

Configuring Lead Management

the lead to an account and contact (if the lead is for a new account and contact) by
choosing Convert to Account and Contact from the Actions menu.
쐍 Associate with existing account and contact

If a lead is for an existing account and contact in the system, then sales reps can
select Associate Account and Contact from the Actions menu to associate the lead
to an existing account and contact.

6

Figure 6.21 Following Up a Lead

Figure 6.20 Activities Created for a Lead

Note

6.2.3 Following Up Leads

For more information on opportunities, see Chapter 7. To learn how to create a new
account and contact or associate a lead with an existing account and contact, see
Chapter 4.

There are three options to follow up leads, as follows:
쐍 Convert to opportunity
Sales reps expect to convert leads to opportunities so that the lead can be followed
up methodically through the sales cycle until business in won. The opportunity is
the logical next step in the sales process from the lead. Figure 6.21 shows that
through the Actions menu, a lead can be converted to an opportunity. In this case,
information from the lead is copied to the newly created opportunity, and the lead
is marked as converted.
쐍 Create new account or contact

If a lead isn’t qualified to be converted to an opportunity, sales reps can convert
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6.3 Configuring Lead Management
Currently, SAP Sales Cloud configuration is only allowed in an HTML5 UI. On the top
right of your SAP Sales Cloud RUI screen (when you log in), click on the user’s name
followed by Launch HTML5. Before you start configuring leads per your business
requirements, you must include the leads and also review all the questions as part of
a project scoping exercise. Although we covered project scoping in Chapter 2, we’ll
now discuss the additional steps specific to lead management for updating the scope.
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6.3.1 Adding Lead Management to the Project Scope
To include lead management in the project scope, follow these steps:

6.3

Configuring Lead Management

3. One the first step, 1 Country and Type of Business (Figure 6.24), verify that the correct country was preselected, and click Next.

1. Navigate to the work center, and then choose BUSINESS CONFIGURATION 폷 IMPLEMENTATION PROJECTS (see Figure 6.22).

6

Figure 6.24 Selecting Country and Type of Business for the Project Scope
Figure 6.22 Business Configuration to Edit the Project Scope

2. Select the Edit Project Scope button (Figure 6.23) to begin the configuration.

4. On the second step, 2 Implementation Focus (Figure 6.25), verify that the information regarding your implementation focus is correct, and click Next.

Figure 6.25 Selecting SAP Cloud for Customer as the Implementation Focus

Figure 6.23 Edit Project Scope Button
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5. The third step, 3 Scoping, lists all the scoping elements to be included in the project
scope. Under Scoping Element, you can see that Lead Management is part of Sales.
To include lead management in the scope of your implementation, select Lead
Management and the Leads subelement, as shown in Figure 6.26.
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8. All the questions related to lead management are displayed on this screen. If you
agree with the questions, enable the checkboxes in the In Scope column; otherwise, leave the checkboxes unchecked.
Let’s review some of these questions to understand how they influence the scope
and functionality of your lead management process:
– Do you want to disable historical analysis of leads?
Enabling this question will disable the historical analysis of leads.

6

– Do you wish to trigger lead aging notifications only when relevant, for better
performance?
This triggers aging notifications for stalled or aging leads.
– Compatibility mode for lead aging.
This enables compatibility mode for lead aging.

Figure 6.26 Selecting the Scope of Project from the Available Scoping Elements

6. In this first implementation of SAP Sales Cloud, select all the required scoping
elements.
7. In the fourth step, 4 Questions, review the scoping questions related to lead management by clicking on the two gears icon in the Type column for Leads, as shown
in Figure 6.27.

– Do you want to enable duplicate check for lead?
If you want to perform duplicate checks on leads when they are created, you
need to enable this functionality.
– Do you want to enable users to edit or delete notes in the note history?
Under normal circumstances, we don’t recommend that you change the historical notes on leads; however, if you enable this question, you can change as well
as delete historical notes.
– Do you want to keep your Lead’s Sales Area Data (Sales Org, Distribution Channel, Division, etc.) when converting a lead to a customer?
When leads are converted to accounts, sales area data from the lead will be copied to the account if you enable this question.
– Do you want to enable users to specify, per lead, a predetermined combination
of sales organization, distribution channel, and division?
By enabling this, you can allow users to specify default sales areas for leads.
– Do you want to enable users to reopen accepted or declined leads?
By default you can’t reopen accepted or declined leads; however, enabling this
question will allow you to do so.
– Would you like to assign leads to territories using lead routing rules?
By enabling this you can assign leads to territories using lead routing rules.

Figure 6.27 Questions for Scoping Lead Management
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– Re-Open Accepted or Declined Leads (Do you want to enable users to re-open
accepted or declined leads?)
If this isn’t included in the project scope, you can’t edit leads if the lead status
has been set to Accepted or Declined.
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– SAP InfiniteInsight (Do you want to enable integration with SAP InfiniteInsight?)
To integrate SAP InfiniteInsight with SAP Sales Cloud, you need to enable this
checkbox to include it in the scope.
– Avention (Do you want to enable integration with Avention?)
To integrate Avention with SAP Sales Cloud, you need to enable this checkbox
to include it in the scope.
– Approvals for Leads (Do you want to use a multiple step approval process for
leads?)
Enable this in scope only if you need to have a multistep lead approval process.
– Automatic Submission of Leads for Approval (Do you want the system to automatically submit a lead for approval?)
Include this in scope if you want leads to be submitted for approval.

6

Figure 6.28 Open Activity List Button

– Contact for Leads (Do you want to make contact for leads an optional field?)
Although you can enable this checkbox to make the contact field optional when
creating a lead, it isn’t recommended. You should always require a contact to
create a lead.
– Lead Creation Using an Existing Account (Do you want to always set “Use Existing Account” checkbox as checked during lead creation?)
If you enable this, you can only create leads for existing accounts, but not for
new accounts. It’s better to have this unchecked so that you have a choice when
creating leads.
9. After reviewing all the questions related to leads, go to the fifth step, 5 Review, by
accepting the popup. Complete the subsequent steps, and close the final step to
confirm the project scope.
Figure 6.29 Fine-Tune Activities for Lead Configuration

6.3.2 Configuring Leads
Now that leads management is part of the scope, you can configure it, as follows:
1. To configure leads, like configuring any other functionality in SAP Sales Cloud,
click the Open Activity List button (Figure 6.28).
2. Select the Fine-Tune tab, which contains all of the configuration activities. The
fine-tune phase organizes all configuration activities so you can tailor the solution
to your specific needs. Figure 6.29 shows Leads under Activities in Project.
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3. You can scroll down the table to find leads in the list or search for leads through
search field.
4. Open the Leads link to start the configuration activities for all lead-influencing
parameters such as Number Range, Status, and Qualifications, as shown in Figure
6.30. These settings are enabled by the system based on the scope you’ve selected
in project scoping (Scoping Elements) and the questions you’ve checked in the
scoping exercise in the previous section.
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6
Figure 6.31 Number Range for Leads
쐍 Involved Parties

Figure 6.30 Configuration Settings for Leads

Involved parties refer to a list of employees and partners you can maintain for
leads. The most common partners are account, employee responsible, contact person, marketing manager, and lead qualifier. Depending on your requirements, you
can configure the list of involved parties for the lead. Figure 6.32 shows all the
party roles available for leads and their corresponding settings.

We’ll cover the configuration of all the elements under Leads in sequential order as
follows:
쐍 Number Range

When you create a lead, the system assigns an internally generated ID to the lead.
Through configuration, you can control what number range is assigned to the
lead. The standard SAP Sales Cloud system provides an automatic number range
for leads between 0000000001 and 8999999999. You can change the current
number in this range so that leads will be assigned a number from a new number
range.
For example, if you change the current number to 100001, the system will assign
IDs to leads from 100001 onward until 8999999999. To change the number range
for a lead, click the Maintain Number Range link. Figure 6.31 shows Begin Number
and End Number for a lead with Type Automatic. To alter the number range, select
Change Current Number, and navigate to the Change Current Number screen that
shows the current number assigned to the lead. Here, you can change the number
to a higher number than the current number so that the next time a lead is created, it will start from the new number entered here.
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Figure 6.32 Party Role Assignment for Leads

Let’s review all the configuration controls available for involved parties:
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– Active
A specific Party Role will be available in the lead only if it’s active in this table. If
a role is unchecked, you won’t see this party in the lead.

The system displays the Determination of Involved Parties popup screen where
you can activate or deactivate determination steps for the Party Role as needed.
Let’s review all the available determination options for Sales Employee, as follows:

– Mandatory
If you enable this checkbox for a Party Role, it will be required for the lead. You
can’t create a lead without assigning this Party Role.

– Step 1 – Sales Employee of Account Team
Figure 6.33 shows the first step of determination rule as Active. When the lead is
created for an account, the system looks for the sales employee assigned to the
account team and the populated Sales Employee Party Role in the lead from the
account team. If the first step determination isn’t active, the system will skip it.

– Unique
This checkbox ensures the uniqueness of the Party Role in the lead because you
can’t have more than one account in a lead. Similarly, Employee Responsible,
Approver, and Sales Unit can be unique in a lead. You may have more than one
contact for a lead, so it isn’t recommended to have Contact set as Unique for the
Party Role.
– Forbidden Manual Change
Select this checkbox if you don’t want users to change any specific Party Role in
a lead.
Parties can be manually entered in a lead or can be automatically determined
based on determination rules. You can maintain the determination rules for any
or all party roles in a lead. To maintain party determination rules, select the Party
Role in the table, and click on the Maintain Determination button. Figure 6.33
shows the Party Role Sales Employee selected for this example.

– Step 2 – Sales Employee of Territory Team
If either the first step is inactive or there is no sales employee assigned to the
account team, the system reads the second step. If you’ve implemented territory management, and sales employees are assigned to territories, the system
determines the territory for the account and finds the assigned sales employee
to populate the Party Role in the lead.
– Step 3 – Responsibility “Employee Responsible for Sales”
If the system isn’t able to find the sales employee in the preceding two steps,
then the third step is used based on sales responsibility.
– Step 4 – Current User
The last place to search for the sales employee is the user itself. The system populates the user as Sales Employee for the lead.
For each partner role, the system provides a set of determination steps that you
can fine-tune to meet your requirements to automatically assign party roles in a
lead.
Finally, if you want to add a new party role that hasn’t been provided by the standard SAP Sales Cloud, you can choose the Add Row button (see Figure 6.34). This is
possible as long as those roles are already configured in system.
쐍 Sources

Figure 6.33 Determination of Involved Parties in Leads
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Leads can originate from many sources, for example, trade shows, referrals, and
D&B. Depending on the sources you acquire leads from, you can configure the list
of sources in your system. Assigning these sources to the leads helps you report on
the leads and measure the effectiveness of lead sources. Standard SAP Sales Cloud
provides a list of sources, but you can remove and add your own sources as
needed. To configure lead sources, click on the Maintain Sources link (refer to Figure 6.30), and you’ll see the list of Available Sources (delivered by SAP) as shown in
Figure 6.35.
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“Z” (see Figure 6.36). If you want to remove a source from this list, select the row,
and then click on the Delete button to remove that entry from Available Sources.
The Duplicate Similarity is a threshold value used during lead creation using application programming interfaces (APIs). If Automate Duplicate Checks During
Upload is turned on and the similarity match of the incoming lead with existing
leads in the system exceeds this threshold, a new lead (with new account and contact) isn’t created.

Figure 6.34 Adding a New Party Role to a Lead

Figure 6.36 Adding a New Source Code Starting with “Z”
쐍 Categories
Figure 6.35 Available Sources for Leads

The source codes are unique IDs mapped to each source. It’s important that you
don’t change the value for 003 Campaign because it’s set automatically in case a
lead is created as a follow-up document of a campaign. If you want to create a new
source, select Add Row, and enter a Source Code and Description for the new
source you want to add. It’s critical that you assign the Source Code starting with
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This field helps you categorize leads based on criteria you choose. You may want to
categorize leads based on your line of business, product categories, product sales
leads, consulting sales leads, and so on. Categorization of leads can be used in routing the leads to the appropriate sales team as well as reporting on the effectiveness
of leads compared to their sources. To configure categories, click on Maintain Categories link (refer to Figure 6.30). Figure 6.37 shows all standard SAP-delivered
Available Categories with Category Code and corresponding Description.
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Figure 6.38 New Category Code Z01 (Prospect for Productivity)

Figure 6.37 Available Categories for Leads

To add a new category, click on Add Row, enter a Category Code starting with “Z”
and a description, and then save the newly added entry to the table. Figure 6.38
shows a new category added with Category Code Z01 and Description Prospect for
Productivity.
쐍 Assignment of Categories

The categories just configured won’t be available for selection in leads unless categories are assigned to be part of the leads. To configure the assignment of categories, click on the Assign Categories link (refer to Figure 6.30) to see all the available
categories assigned to leads. To assign a new category, click on Add Row, and maintain the new category assignment from the dropdown selection.
Figure 6.39 shows the newly created assignment Z01 (Prospect for Productivity)
chosen from the dropdown (the category previously configured). Assignment of
categories is only possible for existing categories, so you need to first create a new
category starting with “Z” and then assign that category to a lead.
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Figure 6.39 Assignment of Categories
쐍 Qualifications

The quality of leads determines the follow-up actions. Qualifications can be the
standard Cold, Warm, or Hot, or you can configure any other qualifications to
meet your requirements. A Hot lead definitely requires attention sooner than a
Cold lead. Qualification levels help you measure the quality or urgency of leads. To
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configure qualifications, select the Maintain Qualifications link (refer to Figure
6.30). SAP-delivered qualifications (Cold, Warm, and Hot) are available for leads.
However, if the available qualifications aren’t sufficient to meet your qualification
requirements, you can change, remove, or add new qualifications per your business requirements. To add a new qualification, select Add Row, and enter Qualification Code “Z1” and a Qualification Description as “Very Hot” for this example
(see Figure 6.40).

6

Figure 6.41 Available Statuses for Leads

Before we discuss all the controls and options in this status table, notice in Figure
6.41 that the Delete button next to Add Row is grayed out, which means you can’t
delete any of the lead statuses available in the system. Statuses can only be activated or inactivated, but they can never be deleted. With that in mind, let’s review
the available options or controls for all the statuses in a lead lifecyle, as follows:
– Sort Sequence
This sequence determines the order in which these statuses will be available in
the lead for users to select.
Figure 6.40 Adding a New Qualification Code
쐍 Status

Statuses enable you to differentiate between leads that are accepted by sales reps
and rejected by sales reps, as well as between leads that have been converted to
opportunities or are still being worked on and going through the qualification process. Lead statuses help you clearly identify and associate leads to all the stages in
the lead lifecycle. Standard statuses are available in SAP Sales Cloud, and you can
add new statuses through configuration per your requirements. However, there
are some restrictions in configuring statuses. To understand the options, click on
the Maintain Status link (refer to Figure 6.30), and you’re presented with all the
available statuses for leads, as shown in Figure 6.41.

– Status
This is the number assigned for each status. If you configure a new status to
meet your business requirements, you must start the new status with “Z”.
– Internal Status
There are four types of internal status available for leads: Accepted, Declined,
Open, and Qualified. You can’t add any new internal statuses. If you add a new
status for your requirements, you must assign one of these four internal statuses to your new status. It’s important to note that Internal Status Converted
isn’t available for users to set on leads. This status is set by the system based on
the conversion activity of a lead to an opportunity or of a lead to account and
contact.
– Description
This is a free-text field to describe the lead status.
– Initial Status
When a new lead is created, this is the initial status you want the system to
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assign to the lead. Depending on which status you enable with this control, that
status will be set while creating the lead.
– Active
Only statuses with the Active checkbox enabled will be available on leads. You
can uncheck any status that isn’t applicable so that it’s not available in the lead.
– Convert to Opportunity
If you enable this checkbox for a status, the system will allow you to convert a
lead to an opportunity only in that status. For example, if you want to convert
only qualified leads to opportunities, you enable this checkbox only for the
Qualified status.

6.3

Configuring Lead Management

a sales rep for various reasons such as incorrect information, customer changed
requirements, or lead not worth pursuing. Having reasons associated with a status
helps you track and report on the status and corresponding reasons. You can
maintain your own reasons in addition to those delivered by SAP. To configure
reasons, select the Maintain Reasons link (refer to Figure 6.30). Figure 6.42 shows
the Available Reasons with Reason Code and Description fields. You can add a new
Reason Code starting with “Z” and assign a corresponding Description as required.

6

– Convert to Account & Contact or Individual Customer
If you enable this for a status, the system allows you to convert a lead to an
account and contact only in that status.
– Associate Account & Contact
In this status, a lead can be associated with an account and contact or an individual customer.
– Convert to Account
If you enable this checkbox for a status, the system allows you to convert a lead
to an account only in that status.
– Associate Account
If enabled for a status, you can associate an account to a lead in that status.
– Convert to Contact
If enabled for this status, a lead can be converted to a contact.
– Associate Contact
In this status, you can associate a lead to a contact.
– Submit for Approval
If you’re using a lead approval process, you can trigger the approval process in
this status.
If you add a new status, you can give a Sort Sequence as needed, Status starting
with “Z”, and a Description of your choice; however, you must assign one of the
four SAP-delivered Internal Statuses (Accepted, Declined, Open, and Qualified).
You can’t add a new status without one of these four internal statuses.
쐍 Reasons

Many times, you may want to track why a specific status was set for a lead, particularly when a lead is accepted or rejected. For example, a lead might be rejected by
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Figure 6.42 Available Reasons for Lead Statuses
쐍 Assignment of Reasons

After you’ve configured reasons, you need to assign the reasons to the statuses so
that users can select those reasons for corresponding statuses. To configure
Assignment of Reasons, click on the Assign Reasons link (refer to Figure 6.30). Figure 6.43 shows the Available Status list and the corresponding Assigned Reasons
list. Reasons are only expected for Accepted and Rejected statuses. If you select the
Status Accepted, as shown in Figure 6.43, you’ll see all the Assigned Reasons for
Accepted Status. You can select Add Row if you need to assign a new reason, or you
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can select a reason and then click on Delete if that reason is no longer needed for
that status.

6.4

Summary

With this, we’ve covered all the configuration options available in SAP Sales Cloud.
Using these fine-tuning activities, you can configure the lead management process in
your SAP Sales Cloud system to meet your unique business requirements.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we covered the lead management process and how leads are created
and processed in SAP Sales Cloud. We reviewed all the details of leads and the information crucial for working through a lead lifecycle and follow-up to either an opportunity or account and contact. Finally, we covered all the important configuration
and fine-tuning steps for the lead management process in SAP Sales Cloud. With this
background on lead management, we’ll cover opportunity management in the next
chapter.

Figure 6.43 Available Lead Statuses and Their Assigned Reasons
쐍 Conversion Limit

This configuration limits the number of times a lead can be converted to an opportunity. If the limit is set to 2, for example, you can convert each lead to exactly two
opportunities. Otherwise, if nothing is maintained in this field, conversion to only
one opportunity is permitted by default. You can configure this through the Maintain Conversion Limit link (refer to Figure 6.30). Figure 6.44 shows the Define Number field entering how many times a lead can be converted to an opportunity.

Figure 6.44 Lead Conversion Limit to Restrict the Number of Opportunities Created from a
Lead
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